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What’s The Difference
Between Research and
Development?

W

ith many more companies allocating a
small part of their R&D budget to take
on riskier projects, and the growth in
corporate infrastructure to manage
these riskier activities (Machine Design, July 17, 2014), the
lines are starting to blur between two terms that historically
were well differentiated. New products are now being launched
out of “innovation organizations” and “advanced development
organizations,” and not just product-development organizations. As of now, research organizations are not generally
launching products to market.
Due to a combination of the changing corporate approaches
described above, the desires of developers to bring solutions
to markets and not just a piece of a solution, the globalization
of R&D that has decentralized R&D, and naming conventions
for product organizations that differ by country, one can no
longer just pay attention to product-development pipelines
to stay abreast of what might be coming to market. The jury
is still out as to whether today’s approaches will prove more
productive than historical approaches that restricted the scope
of projects to reduce uncertainty and improve forecastability
of key enabling features and technologies — and then turned
these enablers over to product development.
Research and development is a continuum, and highly analog rather than digital in construct. Historically, R&D could
generally be segmented into four categories: Basic Research,
Applied Research, Advanced Development, and Product
Development. “Skunk Works” was perhaps a fifth category, a
discussion for another day.
In Basic Research, discovery targets are very broad. Scientists and researchers look for capabilities that have “some
efficacy” with an articulated broad market or targeted need.
Some Basic Research is truly blue sky, but that has decreased
over the past few decades as few can afford it. Basic Research
often just rules out things that won’t work and inventories
what might work.
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Applied Research typically has a more specific target.
There is some known problem, opportunity, or application
area where an economic gain or social improvements is possible. Applied Research picks up by taking things that might
work and attempts to narrow down the feasible solutions.
Advanced Development takes the feasible solutions and
culls out the best alternative(s) to achieve a target capability
or feature to incorporate into products. As said earlier, some
advanced and innovation organizations now actually bring
the entire product to market.
Finally, Product Development packages feasible and riskreduced features and capabilities in both form and function
into products planned for release to the marketplace. The
Venn diagrams of each of these four historical R&D categories
always overlapped, but the overlaps have grown significantly
in recent years.
In short, research and advanced development historically
did not bring products with full form and function to market.
They specialized in experimentation and analysis, combined
with breadboards and brassboards to demonstrate feasibility. Form and function was the job of Product Development.
Professionals in these preproduct-development organizations
were largely senior scientists and engineers who specialized in
discovery and narrowing-down feasibility issues. The knowledge of manufacturing capabilities and constraints, packaging, logistics, costing, and other “product launch” disciplines
were nearly exclusively the realm of Product Development.
Today, the lines of organization purpose and demarcation are
not as clear.
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